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	Complete coverage of all topics for a unified communications strategy


	Overview

	
		A real business case and example project showing you how you can optimize costs and improve your competitive advantage with a Unified Communications project
	
		The book combines both business and the latest relevant technical information so it is a great reference for business stakeholders, IT decision makers, and UC technical experts.
	
		All that you need to know about Unified Communications and the evolution of telecommunications is packed in this book.



	In Detail


	Unified Communications brings all relevant types of communication technology and modalities together: telephony, chat, availability information, video, sharing, and the integration into line of business software.


	"Microsoft Lync 2013 Unified Communications: From Telephony to Real Time Communication in the Digital Age" is a business and technology book combined into one about Unified Communications and it shares everything you need to know: how to evaluate and integrate a Unified Communications project in your own company and how you plan, design, and implement the technology itself. Additionally you get to know current innovations and available technologies for social networking, collaboration, cloud services, contact centers, and also enhanced collaboration for mobile devices. This book also offers a real business case of a transformational project from traditional telecommunications to Unified Communications and what business case you can realize for all business sizes.


	Get to know what Unified Communications is about and how you can use it in your company to reduce cost and increase the level of effective communication and collaboration.


	This book offers you eight compelling chapters with a mix of business and technology content. Unified Communications is a great and very important topic in the evolution of how we communicate and collaborate and on how to create a better interface to customers and business partners.


	"Microsoft Lync 2013 Unified Communications: From Telephony to Real Time Communication in the Digital Age" is a unique book which brings business relevant content and technical details of Unified Communications together in one place with everything that you need to know.


	In this book, you will learn how you can use the benefits of innovative communication technology for your business and how this technology can be implemented in your company’s environment.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		History of telecommunications.
	
		From the past to today: Unified Communications, collaborations, social networking, and cloud technology.
	
		Implement real time collaboration with knowledge management.
	
		Improve collaboration between companies.
	
		The business case: where to save costs and optimize inside the company.
	
		An example project: What factors need to be considered when implementing UC?
	
		UC Contact Center, Skype-Lync and Cloud – a way into the future.
	
		Save and load text, XML, or media assets from local or remote sources, and communicate with websites and their databases to create online scoreboards.



	Approach


	This is a tutorial guide to gain in-depth knowledge such as realizing projects to migrate traditional telephony to Unified Communications inside an organization.
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Practical Goal Programming (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2010

	The setting and attainment of goals is a fundamental aspect of human decision
	making, which is manifest in the modern discipline of operational research by the
	technique of goal programming. Influences from the fields of mathematical programming
	and multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) can be found in goal
	programming, and it is...
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Child NeurologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Revised to incorporate the latest advances in the neurosciences and clinical neurology, the Seventh Edition of this classic text provides practical, cost-effective problem-solving approaches to all diseases affecting the developing nervous system. In clinically relevant terms, the book explains how recent developments in molecular...
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PHP Web Services: APIs for the Modern WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		In this age, when it can sometimes seem like every system is connected to every other
	
		system, dealing with data has become a major ingredient in building the Web. Whether
	
		you will be delivering services or consuming them, web service is a key part of all
	
		modern, public-facing applications, and this book is here to help...
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Secrets of Zbrush Experts: Tips, Techniques, and Insights for Users of All AbilitiesCengage Learning, 2011

	Step into the creative minds of some of today's best ZBrush artists! ZBrush is the digital sculpting and painting program used for animation, film, video, and computer games that has revolutionized the 3D industry. The artists featured in this book use ZBrush to create 3D models for some of the most prestigious studios in the industry...
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Stretching For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	Stretching is a hot topic these days — just take a look when you attend any sporting event and you can see multitudes of athletes doing side bends or stretching out their calves or some other body part. Yes, stretching is good for your body, plus it helps prevent injuries and manage day-to-day stress!


	But what is stretching?...
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Professional Android Sensor ProgrammingWrox Press, 2012

	ANDROIDS ARE ALIVE. THEY CAN LOCATE THEMSELVES, see, listen, and understand speech. They can sense radio signals and detect orientation, movement, and environmental properties. Can your computer do all of that?


	The availability of sensors is one feature Android devices have that makes them different from other computers. Without...
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